Participants were required to identify previously learned scenes among new ones. Additionally, all stimuli were presented in gradually masked versions to alter stimulus completeness. Both young and older adults performed increasingly poorly as the scenes became less complete, and this decline in performance was more pronounced in elderly participants indicative of a pattern completion deficit. Intriguingly, when novel scenes were shown, only the older adults showed an increased tendency to identify these as familiar scenes. In line with theoretical models, we argue that this reflects an age-related bias towards pattern completion.
Introduction
All too often we find ourselves faced with the problem of recognizing something familiar even though its appearance may have changed; for example, finding our way across a park with all the trees having lost their leaves, or recognizing a person wearing a different haircut. Pattern completion is essential for the successful retrieval of memories from such degraded or partial cues. This process has been defined as a hippocampal computation during which the original memory trace is restored (completed) via reactivation (Marr, 1971; McClelland, McNaughton, & O'Reilly, 1995) . However, behavioral evidence for such computations in episodic memory processing in humans is rare. One line of evidence comes from
